Quality First Solutions

Fabricated Thermal Insulation Components

Taking advantage of our enormous range of thermal insulation cloths, ropes, tapes, boards, papers, felts, sleeves and compounds, AG is proud to offer custom made thermal insulation solutions.

Our highly skilled and experienced production team can supply cut, sewn, moulded or machined solutions to suit almost any application and are well versed in producing custom items from used samples, sketches or drawings.

Welding Blankets
AG’s welding blankets are custom made to suit almost any temperature, application or size requirements imaginable. Reinforced edges, flexible fillers, additional coatings, custom placed eyelets or convenient carry-bags can all be arranged whilst the blankets themselves can be produced from any one of our fibreglass, ceramic, leather or Refrasil materials.

Thermal Covers
Whether you are protecting against heat, molten metal splash, aggressive chemicals or some combination of media, AG’s thermal covers can be designed to perform in the most demanding of applications. These covers can be made to provide either a permanent or easily removable barrier and can be fashioned out of a wide range of materials.

Bellows and Expansion Joints
Made from either a single layer or multiple layers of material, AG's expansion joints and bellows can be fashioned to suit a variety of temperatures and application requirements. Custom solutions using either cloth or solid, sealing materials are no problem for our experienced team who will produce exactly what’s needed for your application.

Pipe Sleeves
No matter the size, temperature or performance requirements, AG has the range of materials necessary to cover your application. Matching complex shapes with fitting plans is a specialty of ours whilst we draw on our full range of batts, sleeves and insulating cloths, felts and fibres to produce the correct solution for your application.

Customised Insulation Solutions
At AG we pride ourselves or matching challenging applications with customised, purpose built solutions. Whether it's customised covers, wraps, barriers, curtains, joints or layers you require, AG will work with you to find the perfect solution.
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